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Introduction

Journalism is the discipline of collecting, analysing, verifying and presenting information
regarding current events, trends, issues and people. News-oriented journalism is sometimes described as the ‘first rough draft of history’ because it often records important
events. The general perception is that media is power. But, its most important component, the journalism, is being phased out. It is “increasingly difficult to distinguish from
things that look like journalism but are primarily advertising, press agentry, or entertainment.”1
Media outlets are the channels along which information, largely about events, is passed
from local retailers and their customers, but it is no longer exclusive. The competition,
particularly among private TV news channels, is ‘who is first’ to report the event, and
this race is influencing the working of print media also. Reporters are too rushed to get
beneath the surface, and editors and news editors are too fearful and squeezed to be
creative. Now, the good news for newspapers and TV channels is that they make good
money.
Many news organisations claim proud traditions of holding government authorities and
institutions accountable to the public, while media critics have raised questions about
holding the media itself accountable. According to Philip Meyer, the philosopher-king
of journalism, journalists cared about results beyond their own career spans.2 They
wanted to protect the long-term welfare of both their businesses and the communities
they served. They recognised that a community is defined by both economic and social
forces, and a good newspaper is a meeting place where those elements come together
to form a public sphere. The audiences of electronic and print media in Pakistan feel
that journalism is in criss of the crisis of values, quality and of credibility.
The functions of journalism are to provide quality information and a wide range of perspectives and choices, to promote informed citizenship by supporting public participation in democratic discourse and the most important duty is, to report fully and correctly.
More and more consumers of news and views are realizing that media contents are
largely driven by market and commercial pressure, intervention of state agencies and
militant groups is increasing and there is inadequate consideration to ethics of public
service.
The general principle is that for suitable choices and decisions, citizens must be able
to trust the information. Breakdown in the trust between the citizen and the journalism
means breakdown of the credibility of journalism. Citizens, i.e. consumers of news and
views, cannot afford to avoid their duties towards ensuring the rights as well as responsibilities of media. Citizens’ active role in critically monitoring media contents and pro-

1
2

Alterman, Eric: Bush’s war on the press. In: The Nation. July 23, 2005. pp. 11 f.
Meyer, Philip: Saving Journalism. How to nurse the good stuff until it pays. In: Columbia Journalism Review.
November/December 2004. p.56.
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grams is a recognised function. It is time to debate whether the citizens should - and
can - demand a new commitment to openness not just by the governments but the
news media as well.

Monitoring the media
Individualland is an organisation which represents a group of citizens engaged with
monitoring and analysing the contents of news media with the consumer (reader,
viewer, listener)’s perspective. While analysing the contents, Individualland keeps in
view the universally recognised standards and ‘ethics of journalism’ as a barometer.
These codes commonly appear in statements drafted by professional journalists’ associations and individual print, broadcast, and online news organisations. Most existing
codes share common elements including the principles of:
l
l
l
l
l

Truthfulness
Accuracy
Objectivity
Fairness
Public accountability

Besides the above mentioned principles, Individualland has judged news stories, articles, columns etc. on the principle of ‘limitation of harm’. This often involves withholding
of certain details from reports which might harm someone's reputation. Though, some
journalistic Codes of Ethics, notably the European ones also include a concern with discriminatory references in news based on race, religion, sexual orientation, and physical
or mental disabilities. The European Council approved in 1993 Resolution 10033 on
the Ethics of Journalism which recommends journalists to respect yet the presumption
of innocence, in particular in cases that are still sub judice.
The organisation has also kept in view the elements of newsworthiness of a news story
which are the following:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Resolution 1003: on ethics of journalism. Parliamentary assembly. Council of Europe. 1993. Accessed from:
http://assembly.coe.int/Main.asp?link=/Documents/AdoptedText/ta93/ERES1003.htm Accessed date: February
10, 2011.
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Methodology
This research and analysis have been done from a reader’s point of view and can be
understood easily. Every possible effort has been made to remain impartial while
analysing the news contents. We have tried to identify inaccuracies and have also generated comments so that our point of view is clarified.
Popular mainstream Urdu newspapers have been selected for the research. Every news
report is examined for inaccuracies regarding facts and use of sources by the respective
reporter. It is a common practice of not mentioning a source of news precisely and
keeping it anonymous, which has been pointed out in a number of examples.
The research and analysis report covers the period of five months, i.e. August to December 2010. Headline, sub-headline and content of a particular news report were
monitored and after identifying the inaccuracy of facts, bias or partiality, or unfairness,
the researcher gave his/her comments and analysis. Newspapers were monitored daily
during this period.

Why Urdu newspapers?
Urdu is the most widely read, written and understood language in Pakistan and Urdu
language newspapers are the primary source of news and views for the public at large.
According to a survey in 1997, the average circulation of Urdu dailies was 3,017,310,
of weeklies 580,380, of fortnightlies 65,117, monthlies 859,470 and quarterlies
13,691. By 2006, the average circulation of Urdu dailies was 6,472,510, weeklies
520,710, fortnightlies 79,370, monthlies 1,471,651 and quarterlies 15,973.4
We, being consumers of news media, and keeping in view our requirements, analysed
different Urdu language newspapers in detail the pointed out inaccuracies or biases
that, as we understand, should have been printed or reported in a different way. We
monitored different Urdu language newspapers in terms of their content, language, inclination of the news organisation and space allocated etc. The aim of this research
was certainly not to pinpoint a particular newspaper group. However, newspapers having particular point of view like Jang, Nawa-e Waqt, Aaj Kal, Khabrein, Ausaf and Pakistan were selected for monitoring and analysis. One of the underlined objectives of
this research was to know whether or not the national language newspapers reflect diverse point of view.
In Pakistan, Urdu newspapers are widely read and some of the publications are working
since her independence. Long eras of dictators also had a profound effect on newspaper publications, as different publishing houses were either taken over by the government or were shutdown in case of non-compliance. However, presently the media
enjoys more freedom compared to previous years.

4

Asif, Qazi: Newspaper number decreases as readership increases. In: The Daily Times. March 4, 2008. Accessed
from: http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2008\03\04\story_4-3-2008_pg12_11 Accessed date:
February 10, 2011.
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There are newspapers that are aligned with either one ideology or the other. Then there
are newspapers that are conservative, while others are liberal. For example, Nawa-e
Waqt is widely considered as being a conservative publication, while dailies like Aaj Kal
are considered as liberal. We won’t go into the detail of how a publication becomes liberal, while the other remains conservative. However, it is important to mention here
that alignment of the newspaper totally changes the way particular news is reported
and examples will be presented in the text later that will explain this difference. But this
has only been done from the reader’s point of view and should not be taken as an expert’s advice.
This difference is totally determined by the content that is presented in the newspaper.
Then again, due to the alignment of a newspapers group, the content varies, or even if
the headlines are same in different newspapers, there would be a difference in the way
the same news is reported in different newspapers. For example, the assassination attempt on Chief Minister of Baluchistan was reported in three newspapers i.e. Daily Jang,
Nawa-e Waqt and Aaj Kal in the following ways respectively;

Daily Jang

Daily Nawa-e Waqt

Daily Aaj Kal
8
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We can clearly see the difference in language, headline, structure and composition.
Even the figures of injured people in the incident are different in all three of the newspapers. There are only a few liberal publications in Urdu language in Pakistan; most of
these are magazines like Hum Shehri, Salam Pakistan and Dastak, while Aaj Kal is one
of the liberal Urdu language newspapers. The difference between liberal and conservative publications is also attributed to our own judgment as consumers of media and
it is totally based on the methodology described earlier.
Terrorism being the most pressing issue for the country dominates the news as well.
That’s the reason why a number of examples presented here are also related to the reporting or analysis of terrorism incidents. Another aspect of terrorism and media is the
use of newspaper medium by terrorists to further their nefarious desires. One of our
objectives was also to analyse newspapers and their content based on their alignment
with militancy and how some of the newspapers play a vital role in projecting extremist
forces.
This monitoring and analysis report is our first undertaking from the news consumer’s
point of view. We intend to pursue further studies on similar issues. Hopefully, a similar
research would also be conducted on the English language and regional language
newspapers in the future.

The Reality
A standard copy of an Urdu daily usually consists of 12 pages. The front page carries
important national and international news. Usually, there is a main headline with a subheading. The masthead of the newspaper is printed on the upper right corner of the
paper, with name, insignia, date of publication and other important details regarding
the paper. The main headline is usually centralised with a larger font as compared to
other subheadings.
Second page focuses on city news, but this page varies in content because the city of
publication for the same paper varies. For instance, Daily Jang, Nawa-e Waqt and a few
other newspapers are simultaneously printed in Rawalpindi/Islamabad, Lahore, Multan
and Karachi. So the content on city news page usually varies according to the city of
publication. Sometimes the number of subheadings also varies depending upon their
relative importance for their city of publication. Nawa-e Waqt publishes national and
international news on the third page with advertisements and classified advertisements, as shown in the image on the following page.

9
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The third page focuses on city news and classified advertisements, but sometimes
opinionated articles are also printed on these pages. For example, Daily Jang sometimes contains an opinionated column on the third page, although a separate space
is allocated for this purpose.

The Jang Newspaper of November 25, 2010 in the above picture shows an analysis
by Irshad Ahmed Arif printed on the fourth page along with business news. However
this practice is quite common especially by Jang Group.

10
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Standardisation is an issue pertaining to Urdu news publications, because copies of a
particular newspaper might vary from day to day as described above.
The fourth page of Daily Jang and Aaj Kal has business news. However the same page
of Nawa-e Waqt contains news from surrounding areas.
Images of different daily newspapers would help in identifying the difference:

11
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After comparing page four of three dailies i.e. Daily Jang, Nawa-e Waqt and Aaj Kal, we
can see that there is a major difference in content, i.e. one of the newspapers has business news on the same page while the other has news from surrounding areas.
Pages five to seven in most of the newspapers contain remaining news and classified
ads. Editorial section has now been moved in the coloured pages. The eighth page contains national and international news.
Rest of the pages are coloured ones and the opinion-editorial pages.

12

Common inaccuracies

After monitoring/analysing different Urdu News publications since August 2010, we
have witnessed the following violations of the universally accepted standards and Code
of Ethics that limit the scope of Urdu news publications as reliable source of information:
l
l
l
l
l

Violation of Privacy
Single or Unknown Source
Lack of professionalism
Opinionated news stories
Biased reporting

Some particular trends have been noted during the monitoring. For instance, in Daily
Jang it is a common practice to print opinionated articles as news reports. Ansar Abbasi,
Shaheen Sehbai, Rauf Klasra and Saleh Zafar are among the journalists whose articles
were printed as news reports. This practice is deceptive for the common reader as the
content under the headline differs and is largely based on the views of a particular reporter. Whereas, the right place for the opinionated article is the opinion section that
mostly contains similar material.

Violation of privacy
Article 145 of the Constitution states, “The dignity of man and subject to law, the privacy
of home, shall be inviolable.” Article 156 states that, “Every person shall have the right
to remain in and subject to any reasonable restriction imposed by law in the public interest, enter and move freely throughout Pakistan and to reside and settle in part
thereof.”
A news report about of the Interior Minister’s family was published in the Daily Jang on
27th of September, 2010. It stated that “Rehman Malik sent his family to London on
urgent basis.” However, Rehman Malik’s close associates clarified that his family resides in London and was here for eid.

5

6

Fundamental Rights: Chapter 1. In: The Constitution of Pakistan. Accessed from: http://www.pakistani.org/pakistan/constitution/part2.ch1.html Accessed date: February 10, 2011.
Ibid.
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This news story was a violation of privacy. The Interior Minister is a public representative
but a report about his family’s whereabouts makes the story scandalous.
A reporter is not supposed to attack a politician or other personalities on a personal
level, because this way the story gets biased. For instance, why is Pervez Musharraf
targeting Nawaz Sharif?7 This opinionated-article-turned-news story reads “Pakistan’s
former president Pervez Musharraf emerges on the political arena as a prophet of lies
and deception. He appears from far away in a London luxurious hotel’s balcony although
he is the former President he is known as Yahya Khan-2. His critique on Nawaz Sharif
is aimed to indicate that he has the support of establishment and soon he will claim
that he had no role in the Lal Masjid operation.”

This news story was a malign hate-speech against an individual. This is just one example that clearly defines how personal a reporter can become.

7

Daily Jang. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. October 4, 2010. p. 3.
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Single or unknown source
It is also a common practice in Urdu newspapers that reporters usually refer to unknown sources or single source, in order to authenticate their news stories. This is an
incorrect practice while keeping in view the standards followed by international media.
Multi-sourcing increases the authenticity of the news story as it describes the viewpoint
of more than one individual.
For instance, a news report in the Daily Jang of October 14, 2010 explained the above
described principle, i.e. “Pakistan refuses to share list of Air passengers with U.S.”8
The news story states: America wants Pakistan to share the list of all passengers that
land and take-off from Pakistan. This demand was put forth after Faisal Shehzad’s attempted attack on Times Square. However, Pakistan did not share the list as it would
put the travel of ISI agents at risk. According to Bob Woodward ISI agents travel east
i.e. India and Bangladesh. Thus, the U.S. suggested that names of those passengers
be shared who travel to Middle East, Europe and USA. However, this request was also
turned down. It is not appropriate to base a story solely on one source, which is a book.
In another example it was reported in Daily Jang that “ISI’s officer recorded his statement in front of Umer Cheema Judicial Commission.”9 The story further reads that “An
important breakthrough occurred in Islamabad. ISI finally submitted to the increasing
pressure, as an ISI official recorded his statement in front of the Umer Cheema Judicial
Commission.”
The news story is contradictory because on one hand it described the session of the
judicial commission as secret and on the other the “exceptionally reliable source”
talked to a mainstream newspaper about it. Details of the source are not given, which
has become a norm in reporting news stories that are contradictory in nature. Jang
and The News being the newspapers of the same group often share news stories and
sources. It is also a common practice to translate news stories from English to Urdu
and vice versa.

Lack of professionalism
One of the prime examples of this important problem is the depiction of TV programs
in news report form. This shows the unprofessional attitude of reporters, who adopt
this approach to rid themselves of the important duty of being a reporter. For instance,
“Ministry of Information’s Advertisement led to the escape of Miscreants in Karachi.”10
This report is a written depiction of Geo TV’s programme “Aaj Kamran Khan Kay Sath”
that was aired on October 20, 2010. Kamran Khan presented his analysis over the prevailing situation in Karachi and said that even after 24 hours of firing in Kabari Market;
the killers are still roaming freely.

8
9
10

Shaheen Sehbai. In: Daily Jang. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. October 14, 2010. p.1.
Daily Jang. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. November 2, 2010. p. 8.
Daily Jang. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. October 21, 2010. p. 8.
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This practice might be helpful for those readers who missed the program on TV, but is
of no use to the reader who is rather interested in a news story.
Another example that highlights the unethical attitude of reporters is represented by
following headline of a news story: “Waqt news kept its distinction by airing the news
before other channels.”11 This news story is related to the airing of the decision of court
on the 18th Amendment for the first time on Waqt News, a news channel of the Nawae Waqt group. This is not news, but a self-praising statement by the newspaper.
In another example, a reporter filed a news report about the marriage of a visually impaired couple in the following words, “Blind Love, Blind couple did Court Marriage.”12
The title of the story clearly describes the affair by exploiting the disability of the couple,
which makes for insensitive reporting.
All these examples reflect the lack of professionalism in most of the reporters in Urdu
news publications. They are assigned duties without even knowing, how they would perceive a particular event and simply based on their own analysis and knowledge they
file a report.

Opinionated news stories
This is also one of the leading problems in the Urdu news publications and one can
easily come across such news stories on a daily basis. Even the most senior journalists
were involved in filing opinionated news stories and deviated from the ethical standards
of reporting.
A news story was filed on 3rd November’s Daily Jang in the following words: “Goldmine
worth 260 billion dollars going out for peanuts.”13 It reads that “last week representatives of two prominent mining groups secretly met President and Prime Minister.” This
is an analysis not a news story; so should not be on the front page but in the opinion
section. However, opinionated news stories are a common feature of a few newspapers
like Daily Jang.
In a similar example, a journalist filed a news story in the following words: “During 145
years, Midterm elections have helped to build nations, not to break them.”14 The story
reads that “Although Prime Minister Yousaf Raza Gillani has termed the advice of PMLN for mid-term elections as an effort to break the country, but history has shown that
midterm elections have always helped to build nations, not to break them.” This was
actually a well researched opinionated article, not a news story and articles are mostly
published in the opinion section not as news stories on front or the page 8 of the newspaper.

11
12
13
14

Nawa-e Waqt. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. October 22, 2010. p. 8.
Sehbai, Shaheen. In: Daily Jang. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. October 29, 2010. p. 1.
Shah, Sabir. In: Daily Jang. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. November 3, 2010. p. 1.
Daily Jang. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. November 04, 2010. p. 8.
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Comments represent the personal or overall objective of the organisation that a reporter is working for, so using them in news stories is inappropriate. It is better to give
these journalists space in the opinion sections of their respective newspapers so that
they can easily express their views.

Biased mindsets / irresponsible reporting
A reporter should not use biased words or statements in his/her news stories, because
not only it is unethical but also changes the scope of the news story and contributes
towards hatred against a particular group or individual.
Some newspapers are particularly aligned with the mindset of a particular group and
from time to time represent their sentiments by printing news stories for their promotion. For instance, a news story in Nawa-e Waqt was printed in the following words: “In
order to repeal the Blasphemy Act, leaders would have to pass over millions of dead
bodies: Ulema”.15 This is representation of the views of one side or faction and doesn’t
represent the viewpoint of all others who live in this country. This news story might give
air to extremism. This law has been used mostly for settling personal vendettas and
the call to repeal it was a joint statement of the liberal groups in Pakistan. However,
now the government under pressure from these groups said that it won’t repeal the
law, but will take appropriate measures so that it is not misused.
In another example from Nawa-e Waqt a reporter filed a news story as “Qadiyanis are
traitors of Pakistan. The whole nation should unite to fight these forces.”16 The story
reads that, “Speakers while addressing the first International Conference on Khatm-e
Nabuat held in Sargodha’s Chak No. 87 Southern said that Qadiyanis were traitors of
Pakistan and Islam. The whole nation must stand united against these evil forces.”The
event was certainly eligible to be selected as news. However, the portrayal of the event
should have been done in a manner that it shouldn’t incite hatred against other Pakistanis.
A similar example from Nawa-e Waqt can be seen in the following news story: “Protests
continue against the publication of caricatures, Christians and Jews have adopted lame
tactics: Scholars.”17 The story reads that, “Protests against the publication of caricatures of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) continue across the country”. However the reporter has not given the reference of a particular event or place, where these
statements were given. This news story has the potential to damage the interfaith harmony across the world.
The above mentioned examples clearly define the mindset of a particular newspaper
and how the reporters file these reports without even thinking about their implications.

15
16
17

Nawa-e Waqt. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. November 25, 2010. p.1.
Nawa-e Waqt. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. October 25, 2010. p. 8.
Nawa-e Waqt. Rawalpindi/Islamabad. October 26, 2010. p.1.
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The aspiration
The examples given above have hopefully helped the reader in understanding the central theme of the research. Based on the presented facts and being active consumers
of media, we can say that there are a number of aspects that can be improved between
media and consumers. International best practices are there to guide media personnel
and concerned readers about standards to be followed while reporting.
However, consultations with media, analysts and readers can really help in generating
a set of rules that can define the sphere of a reporter. All these stakeholders in the
process will define the basic framework on which Urdu news reporting should be based.
Manzoor Ali Memon in one of his articles argues that, “Media literacy has so far not
garnered the attention of policymakers and other stakeholders. It should be a fundamental component of our media and communications policy. The public sector should
lead this drive under a public-private partnership scheme involving broadcasters, regulators, media organisations, journalists associations, educational institutions, and citizens’ bodies.”18 This statement is valuable and defines what needs to be done. There
is a serious gap in the standards that are followed internationally and the ones followed
in our country.

18

Memon, A. Manzoor: Promoting Media Literacy. In: The Dawn. June 9, 2010. p. 7. Accessed from:
http://www.dawn.com/wps/wcm/connect/dawn-content-library/dawn/the-newspaper/editorial/promotingmedia-literacy-960 Accessed date: December 1, 2010.
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Timeliness
Time is of utmost importance in news reporting. This principle applies to all the media,
but since the inception of live news channels, the timeliness of news for newspapers
has been affected. As the news gets reported on TV, so its importance is somewhat reduced, but for those who are interested in knowing the details of that news report would
of course read the newspaper.

Impact
Impact of a news story is also of great importance. If the impact is national, the news
story might turn in to a headline. If the impact is local, then it might be a smaller news
report. For instance, the news report of the earthquake that hit Pakistan in 2005 had
a great impact on people all around the world, because the world had not seen an earthquake like this before.
There is another implication of this important principle. A false news story which is not
based on facts, figures and sources might have an impact on readers if it gets printed
in an influential newspaper. For instance, a news report got published in the leading
newspapers of the country about the involvement of Indian spies in the Baluchistan region based on leaked cables by Wikileaks. However, the very next day the newspaper
group retracted the news story and said that the story was dubious and may have been
planted.19
Another news story that might help understand this important principle reads “America
is using Pakistani Taliban against Pakistan: Zardari”.20 This news story further explains
that President Asif Ali Zardari seriously believes America is behind Pakistani Taliban
and arranges suicide bombers. This was claimed in front of former Ambassador for
Afghanistan Zalmay Khalilzad. Where Hamid Karzai was also present, the President
said that U.S. does not go after Pakistani Taliban and targets only Al-Qaida. His views
were reaffirmed by Hamid Karzai. The source of this is Bob Woodward’s book “Obama’s
Wars”.
Now, this news story is totally based on the analysis of this book. The journalist has
merely reproduced what Woodward has reported. The headline is inaccurate as it
seems that Zardari has given a public statement. So there should be a clear distinction
between news stories having a negative or positive impact. A reporter should take care
of this important principle because misreporting can result in serious implications.

19

20

Pakistan media retracts fake Wikileaks story. AFP. December, 10, 2010. Accessed from: http://www.dawn.com
/2010/12/10/pakistan-media-retract-fake-wikileaks-story.html Accessed Date: February 14, 2011.
Sehbai, Shaheen. In: Daily Jang. October 13, 2010. p. 1.
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Proximity
Proximity is also an important principle, because for instance the plane crash that happened in Karachi on November 5, 2010 made headline news in the newspapers printed
in Karachi, while the plane crash that happened in Islamabad on July 28, 2010 made
headline news of newspapers across the country. The reason is obvious. The commercial airliner that crashed in Islamabad was carrying 152 passengers and crew members,
who belonged to different cities in Pakistan along with foreigners. However, the plane
crash that occurred in Karachi was a private jet and was carrying personnel of a private
company.

Controversy
Deborah Potter in the Handbook of Independent Journalism argues that, “It’s
human nature to be interested in stories that involve
conflict, tension, or public
debate. People like to take
sides, and see whose position will prevail. Conflict
doesn’t always entail pitting
one person’s views against
another. Stories about doctors battling diseases or citizens opposing an unjust law
also involve conflict.”21
The following three news
clippings would hopefully illustrate the difference. All
these news stories are related to the implementation
of Revised General Sales Tax
(RGST) and flood surcharge.
One of the stories explains
the government’s side while
the other two talk about its
implications and its effect on
prices.

21

Potter, Deborah: What is News? In: Handbook of Independent Journalism. U.S. Department of State Publication.
April 10, 2008. Accessed from: http://www.america.gov/st/democracyhr-english/2008/April/ 20080416211618
eaifas0.8870203.html Accessed date: February 14, 2011.
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Prominence
Involvement of a famous personality or a celebrity also affects a news story, even if the
news story is not of general interest to the people. For instance: “Ch. Shujaat and Nisar
met on the stairs of Parliament”, this news story was published in Nawa-e Waqt on November 9, 2010. It explains the chance encounter of leaders of two parties. It describes
that both the parliamentarians met with a warm gesture, but as they belong to opposing
parties, so this encounter became a news story.
Another news story, also mentioned in the previous text explains this important principle, i.e. “Blind Love, Blind couple did Court Marriage.”22 This news story although doesnot involve any celebrity or important personality, but as it does involve people who
have special needs, so it became a news story. This story should have been reported
keeping in view the sensitivities of the couple.

Currency
“A government meeting about bus safety might not draw much attention, unless it happens to be scheduled soon after a terrible bus accident.”23 For instance, a subheading
in Daily Jang on November 25, 2010 reads, “We cannot be included as a party, nor we
have the prisoners: Secret Agencies submit their answer in the court”.
22
23

Daily Jang. October 29, 2010. p. 1.
Potter, Deborah: What is News? In: Handbook of Independent Journalism. U.S. Department of State Publication.
April 10, 2008. Accessed from: http://www.america.gov/st/democracyhr-english/2008/April/20080416211618
eaifas0.8870203.html Accessed date: February 14, 2011.
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The following day, i.e. on November 26, 2010, the headline of Daily Jang reads “Office
bearers of secret agencies are answerable to the judiciary: Supreme Court.” This headline was basically the answer to the news story published on the previous day and clearly
explains the principle of currency.

Oddity
A famous saying goes that “If a dog bites a man, it’s not news, but when a man bites a
dog, it is news.” The oddity of news reports often helps them appear on the newspapers.
For instance, “Pakistan became Asian champion in hockey after 20 years.”24 This news
report although related to sports has a special significance presently, as Pakistan has
been facing defeats for the past few years, so this win earned them encouragement by
hockey fans across Pakistan and also made a headline in the newspaper.
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“Terrorism is theatre,” and terrorist attacks carefully choreographed to attract the attention of the media. Brian Jenkins noted this important point in the 1970s.25 We can
relate this directly to what has been happening today around the world. Jenkins continues by saying that, “the media responds to these overtures with almost unbridled
alacrity, proving unable to ignore what has been accurately described as an event fashioned specifically for their needs.”26 This perceived benefit out of the media by terrorist
organisations is the subject of this chapter.
Terrorist organisations have used media, especially Urdu media, as a tool to promote
their extremist agenda since the creation of Pakistan. In the past few years the usage
of this tool has been maximized. It was in the last decade or so when the media witnessed more dynamic vibrancy and evolved. This section of the report will focus on
such examples. It is divided into four parts as below:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Portrayal of militants in media
Ideological tilt of the media
Spinning in conspiracy theories
Militants using the New Media

The first part of the chapter will discuss reasons why terrorist organisations use media.
Various methods will be highlighted. Subsequently, reasons and methods of media reporting on terrorist attacks will also be discussed. This part will include examples only
from recent years to focus more on what has been happening recently. The beginning
will discuss the different forms of media and its usage by various militant outfits to promote anti-state elements and their ideology. Examples support the fact that there is no
doubt of an existing symbiotic relationship between portrayal of terrorists and the
media, particularly in cases of news media. Terrorists seek to have their voices heard
on a platform that extends to a wide audience. For this purpose, they use glorification
through various mediums. We will closely discuss the portrayal of militants in the media
and how they are depicted to people to gain advantage. The magnitude of influence on
the mindset of citizens will also be discussed in this part of the chapter.
In the second part of the chapter we will discuss the ideological tilt of the media. Many
times journalists and columnists tend to share content and opinions on main pages of
newspapers that lack authentic sources. The views are subjective to a specific country
or person which gives birth to biased reporting. This is done due to various reasons
which will be illustrated with examples in the chapter.
In the next part of the chapter we will discuss the circulation of leading Urdu newspapers
which is sizeable. The national language being Urdu – it is easier for people to read and
25
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share in this language – Urdu newspapers are read more than Sindhi and English newspapers. When conspiracy theories appear in Urdu newspapers, the influence is large
on the readers due to a higher circulation. This influence which benefits militant organisations will be illustrated with examples. Some might call this as pressure from radical
groups which will also be kept under consideration.
The last part of the chapter addresses the many ways for terrorist organisations to directly show their messages such as through mobile phones and internet. It will focus
on the new media that is actively being used by terrorist organisations to convey their
message. This part of the media in the present era is doing great damage and the chapter will attempt to identify the magnitude of this.

Portrayal of militants in media
Glorification and gaining respect
The portrayal of militants in the media and especially news media remains a debatable
topic over the course of years. The depiction of militants in the mainstream media in
recent years has increased due to frequent terrorist actions. At times the reporting of
a terrorist action portrays terrorists as heroes. Not only electronic media has done this
but also print media including Urdu newspapers. Examples will be illustrated later in
this chapter. Also on some instances there has been glorification of militants in the
mainstream media. It is imperative to understand that the audience of terrorist attacks
does not only include potential victims that have to be frightened, but potential supporters as well. These potential supporters – the people in whose name the terrorists
claim to act – have to be impressed by the portrayal. They are following each and every
attack of theirs. The way newspapers also portray them is being monitored. This is an
important objective of terrorists who rely on media for their glorification. It is vital for
them to show the potential supporters that they can deliver.27 People, who are perhaps
mildly interested in the activities of a particular group, see that the organisation is actually able to have an impact on the legitimate political establishment. These people
may become more respectful or sympathetic toward a terrorist cause or organisation.
Of course, this again, requires agenda setting. A good example can that be of the 9/11
attacks on the Twin Towers. The images of such attacks, especially in cases such as
9/11, can inspire awe. For instance, after 9/11 and other attacks, Osama Bin Laden
became much more popular among groups in the Muslim World. This was not the case
prior to the media attention he received. During his media coverage he was glorified as
an Islamic revolutionist who would impose Sharia law through violence. Even though
Bin Laden openly raged war against the West, he was given immense media attention.
Another example that can be quoted is Hizbollah. They attempt to use media as an aggressive tool and show people in and outside the Arab World that they are able to with-
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stand major attacks. Through media they glorify themselves as something many Arab
nations have not been able to do in the past. The organisation uses various footages
to prove that its attacks are successful. In turn, Hizbollah is seen as the new “lion” of
the Arab World.28

Content
Militants are using content in media as an effective tool to promote extremist agenda
and their ideology. The content published in print media regarding actions of terrorist
organisations works in favour of militants. Terrorist organisations receive free self-marketing. It appears that objectives of a terrorist organisation are being facilitated by our
own media. Pakistani print media in its newly founded independence appears to be
sometimes not very responsible. Even on our television screens, horrific content of
bomb blasts are often beamed. This is done with total disregard to the fact that it might
have a traumatic effect on children and could be inexpressibly painful for members of
the bereaved families. Mainstream channels are in the habit of repeatedly telecasting
dreadful scenes and their newscasts or their anchors repeat bad news so many times
that one would be saturated. This technique adopted by television channels has serious
psychological implications.29 The maximum benefit out of such actions is extracted by
terrorist organisations. Repetition of content regarding a terrorist action gives so much
publicity to the specific organisation that a terrorist is portrayed as a martyr.
National security linked to the content being published in the print media is a critical
subject of debate with the “War against Terrorism” at its peak. The need of the hour is
to be very careful while publishing content related to terrorism and about the content’s
authenticity.
Media attention is measured by the number of newspaper stories, space allocated to
those news stories or length of broadcast segments devoted to terrorism. It is also
measured by content analysis of the coverage the media provides.30
In the recent years, terrorists have used print media as a vital weapon to publish content which promotes their mindset. For them a casualty rate of 100–150 is not huge.
The fact that so many people will be glued would ensure that their message of terror
is spread.31
Let us now discuss an example of a columnist 32 from an Urdu newspaper 33. “In 1948,
1965, and 1971 and again in 2009 we are fighting a fourth war with India. In this war
28
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we fight not only India but also its two patrons, USA and Israel. This triad is bent on destroying us. And this war is much more dangerous than the first three wars. In those
wars, armies faced and fought armies, but this time it is a clandestine war, in which
one side consists of bharat-trained and armed guerrillas, i.e. Taliban, and facing them
on the other side stands the regular soldiers of Pakistan.”
This theme, common to so many columnists, was given its interpretation five days later
on May 22, by another columnist34 in Nawa-e Waqt. The column was titled as “Pakistan
will be the battlefield of the Third World War.” In this three powerful assertions were
made – he did not use the word mubayyana (alleged) anywhere (The word is rarely, if
at all, used in Urdu columns).
It is important to note here how through the media so many things are communicated
to readers. With no strict check-and-balance system or self-regulation, various countries
are named in this piece and Taliban are being mentioned without keeping in mind the
extent of influence.
On behalf of the print media, reporting and publishing content, it is important to keep
in mind that armed forces are also part of a society and reported content might adversely affect the morale in the “War against Terrorism”.35 We will discuss examples
later in the chapter how content printed in the media can have an impact on the reader.
Terrorists using the media for propaganda
The use of media is so important for Al - Qaida, that many within the organisation have
publicly stated that Bin Laden is “obsessed” with international media, that he has become “a publicity hound”, and that he has “caught the disease of screens, flashes,
fans, and applause.”36 The popularity that he has received since the attack on the Twin
Towers is enormous and we all have witnessed it.
The media is very well suited for the purpose of propaganda. Terrorist organisations
can reach a large audience in a matter of seconds. Several theories concerning characteristics – or capabilities – of the media explain part of this phenomenon. Two of the
most important media theories in this context are agenda setting and framing.
Agenda setting is the theory that, the more attention a media outlet pays to a certain
phenomenon, the more importance the public attributes to such an issue.
The theory of framing states that the way a news item is presented can have an influence on how it is interpreted or understood by the audience.37
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Gaining attention is strongly linked to Agenda Setting. Terrorists are trying to be in all
forms of media as often and as long as possible. This is in order to become well known
to the public. If a terrorist organisation does not exist in the media, then it will not be
able to recruit convincingly. Terrorists attempt to influence media outlets so that journalists, in turn, will influence the audience by spreading the word on the existence of
an organisation. Terrorists get attention and people know of their existence, methods,
and targets. In fact, terrorists are thus carrying out propaganda by proxy.
There are many examples that seem to confirm that gaining attention and cognisance
through the media are important aspects of a terrorist strategy. The attacks in the year
2009 and 2010 in Pakistan can be quoted as effective examples of how terrorists try
to reach this first objective. Indeed, it seems to prove that terrorists devise sophisticated
media tactics to get as much attention as possible. In these two years especially, terrorist organisations have plotted attacks where there is already abundant media coverage present. The Ashura suicide blast in the year 2009 created a rage all around the
country because the event was being covered by almost every news channel.
A global example is of the attacks that took place while the G-8 Summit was held practically next door, in Scotland. Terrorists took over the news and pushed the G-8 leaders
off the front pages.38

Ideological tilt of the media
The ideological tilt of a newspaper envisages various components such as the language
used, the pattern on which the stories are filed, what position and space a story gets,
the analysis and outcome of terrorist attacks. Let us now discuss some examples in
which journalists and columnists share content and opinions on main pages of Urdu
newspapers that are beneficial to terrorist organisations. These views are subjective
against a specific country or race which reflects a certain ideological stance of a paper.
Many a times, such actions tend to create outrage and hatred worldwide which leads
to chaos. Such ideological tilt only promotes the objective of terrorist organisations,
which is to create havoc.
This is not to state that subscribing to an ideology is incorrect. However, being a journalist it is vital to keep aside an individual ideology and just report facts. When a journalist attempts to bring his or her own ideological perspective about a certain story
into reporting, this kills the purpose of balanced reporting. The role of a journalist and
a newspaper is to report facts without any alteration or personal opinion about the
story. This ideological tilt can also allow newspapers to publish content that is Public
Relations for militant organisations. Let us discuss a recent example of how an ideological tilt can outrage the people and benefit the terrorist organisations.
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On September 27, 2010 Nawa-e Waqt published an article titled, “Afia’s sentence is a
challenge to Muslim Umma’s honour” which appears to be a little more like a Taliban
press release.
The story by Haji Pariz Gul quotes a spokesman of Taliban39, who termed the sentence
of Dr Aafia Siddiqui, in a United States’ court as an insult to the Muslim Umma’s honour.
In the article, he laments the Government for being a puppet of the United States. The
correspondent writes about the Taliban spokesman who urges the Pakistani government to support them and join hands with the Taliban. The correspondent repeatedly
points out how the Taliban leader urges Pakistanis to stand up against the enemies of
Pakistan and to support the militant organisation in its objectives.
In this example, much of what is stated without attribution blurs the line between what
is being said by the Taliban and what is being said by the correspondent. For a reader,
the content is as if Nawa-e Waqt has become a source of a specific mindset. Such a
mindset is similar to extremist agenda thus making both the ideologies somewhat similar. Through the newspaper the nation and government is being asked to join hands
with Taliban in their cause against a specific country.40
The news correspondent should not aim to ask leading questions or provide any comments. In this case, the correspondent not only reacts but also adds comments to the
statement of Taliban spokesperson in support.
To the reader, it appears that the statement of Taliban spokesperson has been spiced
up. Even if the story of Aafia is a controversial one, it is crucial to report as it is, rather
than state one’s own opinions or statements in it. With the addition and pro-Taliban
content of the correspondent, sympathy allegedly is diverted towards one party.
Let us now move to an example from a more senior journalist 41 who we often see on
television and is a frequent writer for the newspaper Jang. Jang is one of the most read
newspapers in the country amongst the masses. The author gave it the title “Children,
True of Heart.” In it, the journalist described a meeting in which he addressed a school.
A child stood up and told him something that according to him he had not known before.
The journalist claims that the child stood up and told him that “America is the biggest
enemy of Pakistan. America never accepted Pakistan as a sovereign country and also
wanted to destroy it as soon as it gained independence. The U.S. did not put Pakistan
on the world map because it assumed Pakistan would collapse within the next few
years”. The journalist was so moved by the innocent child that he dedicated a full article
to him.
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The article has content without any specific sourcing or authentic information. The U.S
recognised Pakistan on August 15, 1947, and opened an embassy on the same day.42
The first American Ambassador arrived six months later. The point submitted by the
journalist that the U.S. did not recognise Pakistan is not correct.
Advertising and ideological tilt
Firstly, it is imperative to have a clear understanding of the effect of advertising on the
content that is published. According to the British Communication expert Gillian Dyer,
advertising has a direct influence on the editorial environment of a newspaper.43 It can
be further noted that such news does enhance the circulation of newspapers because
spice is added to the news for selling it. Advertisers will look for the right editorial environment as well as the right readers when they buy space. From this it can be concluded that majority of criticism of an advertiser’s business activities will be avoided in
the editorial sections of newspapers.44
On the other hand, a 2008 paper by Kelly E. Campbell 45, a researcher in San Diego
University, also explains that the editors and journalists are aware of external pressures
that may influence the reporting. She explains that there is some sort of advertiser
pressure. It would be interesting to examine in this case how advertisers themselves
perceive their role in influencing editorial content. It is also important to examine the
advertiser’s role in shaping society’s values, habits and direction. If banned outfits try
to play role of advertisers, then Pakistan can face a problem as their mindset is extremist.
Terrorist organisations such as Lashkar-e Jhangvi (LeJ) and Hizb ut-Tahrir (HT) are some
that aim to promote extremist agenda.
Under circumstances when Pakistan is confronted with the challenge of extremism running advertisements of banned militant outfits is questionable. Let us discuss a recent
example shown below in which advertisement was taken from a banned outfit.
Jamaat ud-Dawa (JuD) an ally of Lashkar-e Taiba (LeT), is a banned Islamic organisation. On December 10, 2008 the United Nations decided to ban it on behalf of its alleged involvement in the Mumbai terror attacks.
This organisation was launched in 1985 as Markaz Da´wa w’al-Irshad. The organisation
later decided to change its name after the United States State Department declared
LeT to be a terrorist organisation. It also publicly retracted itself from any nominal association with the LeT.
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The act of accepting advertising from this organisation would say much about the priorities and editorial stance of a newspaper. If a newspaper accepted payment for the
advertisement, how has that affected its stance on organisations operating illegally in
the country? If a newspaper provided advertisement without charge, then is this
demonstration of ideological tilt towards militancy?46 These are some valid points that
can be pondered upon. In this example, the banned group JuD has paid an Urdu newspaper for advertising space – and the newspaper accepted the offer. This raises further
questions about the specific newspaper priorities. Nawa-e Waqt ran a large paid advertisement signed by Professor Hafiz Saeed, the head of JuD 47 that says, “Responsible
people and members of JuD, help the flood victims on a preferential basis”.
We are only looking at an example in which the advertisement amount has not been
made transparent, if there was one made. If it is a hefty advertisement amount, then
the advertiser, in this case JuD, would be comfortable paying it where the environment
is most conducive.
It is appropriate to observe that the advertisement shown above appears on one of the
main pages of the newspaper. It also has contact numbers for people to reach this organisation who show interest in the cause. The advertisement is clearly asking the people of Pakistan to give money to help flood victims through JuD. In one way or the other,
the advertisement promotes the reputation of a banned organisation. JuD is depicted
as a saviour when fellow brethren are in trouble with major lack of transparency in utilisation of the funds collected.
If the advertisement is observed closely, it can be seen that it makes a direct connection between the victims of the flood and the relief efforts of JuD. The support is coming
from a banned organisation that has been promoting terrorism in the country. This aspect has been completely ignored which raises further questions. The newspaper ignores the broader mission of the organisation which is to spread their extremist
interpretation of Islam.
The advertisement suggests that the best way to help flood victims is to give financial
contributions to JuD. It is understandable that at a time of emergency funds have to
be raised at a rapid speed. However, the utilisation of the funds collected by this organisation is not transparent at all. This is due to the credibility and frozen accounts of
the organisation.
Furthermore, the fact that JuD’s accounts have been frozen raises the question of how
the advertisement was paid for. If the accounts of organisations have been seized, this
only leaves the option of cash payment. The readers of this advertisement will naturally
have a soft corner for JuD in their hearts after this philanthropy claim. The citizens will
fail to realize the overall objective of JuD behind this advertisement and the lack of
transparency in the utilisation of funds collected.
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At a time, when Pakistan faces turmoil due to such terrorist organisations that promote
violence in the country, the print media must act more responsibly. JuD continues to
use print and electronic media despite a government directive to the contrary because
of it being a banned organisation. The most glaring instance is that of Abdullah
Muntazir, the JuD spokesman. In a January 6, 2010 interview, Muntazir literally threatened the Government of Pakistan if it decides to act against the JuD; it would be a big
mistake on the part of the government.48
These are some aspects that need to be highlighted to analyse the ideological tilt of a
newspaper. The actual answers remain complex but are worth pondering upon and it
is hoped that also others more skilful on the subject would take notice of it. Such actions
from newspapers make the readers sympathetic to the banned outfit. It is worth questioning what such advertisements mean about the priorities of newspapers. If such acts
continue, it will surely add to the ideological tilt of the newspaper overall.

Driving sympathy and popularity
It was noted in the previous example that Daily Nawa-e Waqt accepted advertisement
from a banned group irrespective of the controversy surrounding it. This leads to further
questions of whether such advertisements would influence the content and reporting
of the particular paper. Let us now discuss an example of how accepting advertising
sets an agenda for the newspaper and limits the journalist to write in a specific state
of mind. There is an effect on the reporting and editorial stance of the newspaper due
to advertisements which can be experienced in the example below.
A column on page two from Nawa-e Waqt on September 7, 2010 highlighted a claim
that JuD “has made over one million suits for flood victims”. A staff reporter also went
on to report that JuD is providing milk packets to 7,000 children. The crux of the column
focused on the relief efforts made by JuD for the flood victims.
It can be noted that this aid is appreciable but is a minimal amount for the flood victims.
The Pakistani Government and other organisations have raised millions of dollars but
that is not being highlighted here. The column does not mention the goods delivered
by non-partisan Non-govermental Organisation (NGOs). The aim of the column is to put
JuD’s efforts and portray it as the saviour of the flood victims.
The accounts of JuD have been banned in Pakistan just like they have been in other
countries. Nowhere in the column, are these facts mentioned about JuD and the reader
is misguided. Eventually, the reader will think of JuD as a great social worker organisation. Due to the frozen accounts, there is no transparency to show that the funds are
being used for flood victims or militancy purpose.
This example gives us an idea how some journalists, either unwittingly or for various incentives, appear to be providing publicity to banned organisations. Research tells us
that newspapers charge according to the size and word count of the advertisement.
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However, what is not understood that due to lack of professional training of journalists
such advertisements promote the ideology of terrorist organisations. Naturally, citizens
are bound to think positively about a banned outfit that is getting press attention and
helping fellow brethren in time of turmoil.
Since the newspaper has accepted advertising from banned groups, the question must
be asked whether these illegal organisations are using PR methods to influence media
coverage. Whether the continued praise of illegal organisations reflects certain political
bias by editors and reporters at these newspapers?49 These are some questions that
will also be addressed in the next section.

Spinning Conspiracy Theories
The circulation of leading Urdu newspapers is immense and thus the influence of conspiracy theories is sizeable, once they appear. Some may call it as pressure from radical
groups in Pakistan. The effect of such conspiracy theories on the mindset of readers
will be discussed in the example below. Conspiracy theories naturally abound in the
columns, with three dependable conspirators: America, India (i.e. bharat in Urdu), and
Israel. The labels may change and become Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Research
and Analysis Wing (RAW), and Mossad50, or Nasara (the Christians), Hunud (the Hindus), and Yahud (the Jews), but their axis of evil remains unchanged. The alliteration
of the last two – Hunud and Yahud – makes them a favourite and indivisible pair; they
generate an assertion that no one questions in Urdu in Pakistan.51
In our examples, we will see that content in the Urdu newspapers can promote conspiracy theories day in, day out. There have been numerous occasions where instead
of expert knowledge, most editorialists and columnists rely on crude propaganda, emotionalism and bigotry. However, this is one tactic used for higher circulation of the specific newspaper but the most benefit that is extracted by such methods is by militant
organisations.
Let us discuss an example from recent times which shows how Urdu newspapers can
publish content linked to conspiracy theories. This was published on October 1, 2010
in Daily Khabrian.52 The news talks about tribals’ protest against drone strikes in
Waziristan. The alarming factor is that the news talks about a sensitive issue on one of
the main pages of the newspaper but fails to give authentic source of all that is being
reported. The news report by monitoring desk quotes a private TV channel on the
protest of tribals in Waziristan where they closed down the markets and waved black
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flags. The TV channel is not named and only vague information is being provided. No
specific area is given at even district level. The news just says that the incident took
place in Waziristan and neither are the numbers of protestors reported. All the news
tells is that the terrorist still have a stronghold in Waziristan and have the capability to
bring everyday life to a standstill by closing businesses.
Such reporting without an authentic source certainly adds more spice to the news,
which in turn means more circulation for the newspaper. However, terrorist organisations appreciate this sort of news as it is giving them publicity and more perceived
power. In a continuous race for revenue generation, some of the Urdu newspapers have
compromised on the content. It is worth to mention revenue generation in accordance
with advertisement from outfits promoting extremism agendas because below we will
analyse such an example. The examples below will also shed light on the concept of
fact checking.

Conspiracy of Twin Tower attack
Over the past decade, there is no better example to illustrate the self-contradictory attitude of Urdu newspapers, as their treatment of September 11, 2001. Except for some
columnists, almost all Urdu newspapers continue to declare that the attack on Twin
Towers in New York City was a Zionist conspiracy. This has been continuously declared
in various newspapers throughout, as an article of faith.
More importantly such repetition has benefited the militant organisations to recruit
more Muslims worldwide for their purpose of terrorism. Such conspiracy theories have
only benefited extremists, by developing hatred against Jews for staging a huge conspiracy against Muslims. When a newspaper with high circulation around the country
states that the terrorist attacks on 9/11 in the US were staged, then a majority of the
people tend to believe it. The source of such news will not be challenged by the majority
of the public. Let us discuss an example that used the 9/11 attacks without authentic
sourcing.
A renowned columnist and more importantly the owner of the Nation and Nawa-e Waqt
newspapers, claims in his column (The Nation. March 7, 2004) that the attack on the
Twin Towers was a Jewish conspiracy. 53 This attack meant to be solely against Muslims
worldwide. As expected, this news produced an outrage around the country as it was
appearing in a mainstream newspaper.
The columnist went ahead and added that American media has also revealed the same
theory. He pointed out that American print media exposed that on September 11,2001
there was no Jew present in the World Trade Center. The Jews on the specific day were
advised to take a day off. The columnist fails to name the American newspapers that
are being mentioned in his column, as a source. Apart from lacking any source, the column is specifically based on targeting a country.
53
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This story was not contradicted for many years and instead others followed in the footsteps of this irresponsible reporting. Another column appeared in the newspaper a few
days later. 54 that was similar. It asserted that George Bush was the architect of 9/11.
The statement targeted a single person and went into printing without any censorship,
not to mention it lacked a legitimate source, but even then the newspaper reached to
all parts of the country.
In 2005, an article was written entitled “Jews, not Muslims, are the enemies of America”. This was published on July 20 and once again it propagated the conspiracy that
no Jews died in the 9/11 attacks. The article lacked any source. The statistics provided
that the majority people dead in the attack were Muslims was not backed up by any
fact or legitimate source. The Nawa-e Waqt Kuwait-based correspondent Abdus
Shakoor Abi Hasan also made a similar claim about Jewish casualties in 9/11 on July
26, 2005. These claims lacked authentic source once again but were not stopped from
being published.
The allegations stated above are all conspiracy theories that fail to cite any legitimate
source. The repeated publishing of such columns does great damage to Pakistan. It
creates an outrage in the minds of citizens. Citizens trust the media and begin to believe
the conspiracy theories which at the end only serve the purpose of generating some
revenue and also benefiting terrorist organisations.
While examining such stories it is important to identify the sway of both sides. On the
other hand, the information provided by the United States State Department was as
follows:
“A total of 2,071 occupants of the World Trade Center died on September 11, 2001
among the 2,749 victims of the WTC attacks. According to an article in the October 11,
2001, Wall Street Journal, roughly 1,700 people had listed the religion of a person
missing in the WTC attacks; approximately 10% were Jewish. A later article, in the September 5, 2002, Jewish Week, states, “based on the list of names, biographical information compiled by The New York Times, and information from records at the Medical
Examiner’s Office, there were at least 400 victims either confirmed or strongly believed
to be Jewish.” This would be approximately 15% of the total victims of the WTC attacks.
A partial list of 390 Cantor Fitzgerald employees who died (out of 658 in the company)
lists 49 Jewish memorial services, which is between 12% and 13% .55
The information released above from a United States department source tells us that
there was a percentage of Jews along with Muslims among the terrorist attack. The
families of these persons had to go through the same trauma like others. However, it
is painful to see that the newspapers did not condemn their deaths on basis of religion.
For a long time the newspaper continued publishing conspiracy theories which promoted hatred against Jews and the West.
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Nawa-e Waqt ignored this fact more than once for many years. This was at a time when
people were already outraged and such news fuelled this even more. Such horrifying
allegations were printed in form of news which made not just the people of Pakistan
but Muslims worldwide more angry.56
The effect of such news is enormous and the columnists with no source targeted one
specific race and helped the militant organisation show Jews as enemies and to wage
‘Jihad’ against them. Such news and columns discussed above in Nawa-e Waqt, stating
that there were no Jews in the Twin Tower and that the attack was a pro-Zionist American
propaganda, tells a lot about the content of the newspaper. Another point to be noted
is that if the owner of a newspaper can state opinions without verification, it can really
outrage many readers.
Religious leaders affiliated to various terrorist organisations promote such stance of
Urdu newspapers. Such conspiracy theories being published in newspapers are beneficial for militant organisations. One of the main objectives of militant organisations is
to make the people stand against other faiths to create havoc. Stability is grave threat
to militant organisations and such news promotes chaos amongst people.
Militant organisations can easily promote such bigotry from Urdu newspapers and use
it as proof for their distorted ideologies. Terrorist organisations as we are aware of, portray many countries as the enemy of Pakistan and thus it is very important to authenticate what is being printed in the newspaper. The content and opinions should not be
such that are not factual and might promote hatred in the country.
Let us now move to a much recent example from year 2010, when the strategic alliance
of Pakistan with other countries is truly critical.
A front page story57 from the Nawa-e Waqt newspaper about a Christian church in
Florida, USA that has organised a rally to burn copies of the Holy Quran. This article
makes the claim that “Western countries have resorted to presumptuous attacks”, and
reports that some Ulema have condemned the West and the United Nations for their
“silence”. However, the truth is that there has not been a silence on this matter. It has
been widely condemned by Christian religious groups in the US and even the US government and UN has taken part in condemning it. The Ambassador of the United States
came forward and explained that the best antidote to intolerance is a combination of
robust legal protections against discimination and hate crimes. She also emphasised
on a proactive government outreach to minority religious groups and the vigorous defence of both freedom of religion and expression. On this issue she mentioned that the
United States supports the full use of office and moral authority to speak out against
intolerance and instances of hate speech where they occur. Not only her but even Hillary
Clinton came forward publicly and condemned such actions.58
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The front page report in Nawa-e Waqt is misleading and based on false rumours that
are easily disproven with the smallest amount of research. Considering that the vast
majority take their news from Urdu sources, it is essential that people get fair and accurate information, not hysterical falsehoods and religious exploitation.

Militants using the new media
During the 1990s, terrorists communicated with their audience(s) by more traditional
means, such as journalist interviews, fax, face-to-face propaganda and even press conferences. At the end of 1998, there was a shift in the primary strategic communications
means due to technological advances.59
New Media
Let us first analyse briefly what has been the trend of new media and militancy globally
over the past few years. After September 11, 2001, Islamist terrorists greatly expanded
their communication infrastructure. Along with this they received awareness of more
methods of communication considerably. The year 2001 saw the formation of the AsSahab (The Cloud), Islamic Media Publication Company. It was essentially the main entity of the media production division of terrorist organisations such as Al-Qaida, which
relies heavily on the Internet. It produces video files of interviews, documentaries,
speeches and news programs that are related to terrorist organisations such as Taliban.
These were updated daily on the website and it became a one stop shop for individuals
aligned with the mindset.
If observed closely, all speeches by senior leadership of the original Al-Qaida released
after June 2006 carry the As-Sahab logo. This gave the opportunity to As-Sahab to market itself. The frequency, quality and style of the video messages even today are getting
more and more professional. The techniques used are increasingly sophisticated. The
media rhetoric is mainly built around the visual component that is later floated on the
internet free of cost. The circulation of such videos is immense and there is no set time
period or airing cost over the internet.
Email, Skype and other Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VOIP) programmes are some increasingly popular visual modes that are becoming more and more common modes of
communication. Islamist terrorists are utilising this technology in conjunction with the
Internet abundantly. English, either spoken or in subtitles, is regularly the language of
choice. Other subgroups use different mods operandi and video production features
like subtitles and logos. By creating their own training modules and video tapes, terrorists groups support organisational learning. This mode gives them an opportunity
to produce videos with firsthand experience (learning by doing) and the audience viewing the video with second hand experience.60
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The new media has provided a vehicle for spreading of terrorist messages much more
easily than before. The greater the violent audacity and the larger the scale of the coldblooded brutality of a terrorist act, the more coverage it usually receives in the new
media. Suicide blasts and beheadings are effective examples that can be found floating
on the internet with large viewership. This mode of media has been beneficial to militant
organisations as they do not have to approach any professional. If a militant leader
wants to address his followers around the world, it can be done within seconds. A leader
can record his address and upload it on the internet while keeping confidential his/her
location. An immediate response on the address can also be viewed within the next few
hours.
Thereby terrorists reach a global public, including any desired audience. They certainly
recognised the revolutionary significance of the evolution of the media infrastructure.
They are cognisant of the fact that using strategic communication through new media
can be on equal footing with conventional armed forces. In the new media, international
terrorism has at its disposal an instrument of substantial power with which it can compensate for a significant part of its asymmetry in military might. Terrorists have adapted
innovative 21st century information and communications technologies and the associated infrastructure to maximize the psychological impact of their operations and communiqués through the use of video messages.60
Global mass media & the internet
The organisational structure of many terrorist organisations such as Taliban has
changed over time. After the loss of important physical bases in South Asia such as
Afghanistan, these organisations were forced to scatter. The conversion from a clandestine organisation to a decentralised, open network organisation was the only possible means of survival. Global mass media and the internet were the tools which gave
them the best opportunity available to go through this transformation.
The dependence on traditional mass media was compensated for and even excelled
by the use of the internet. The aim is to effect the transformation of dispersed followers
and sympathisers in the Muslim community into self-made terrorists. The volunteer legwork by terrorist sympathisers is therefore highly welcomed.
Emergent digital technologies expanded their communicative possibilities. By using
global mass media and the internet as their main communication infrastructure, Taliban
and Al-Qaida survive as terrorist organisations, through publishing written statements,
blogs, articles by ideological leaders and online-magazines. Terrorists profit from the
fact that the world of mass communication is evolving into a world of networked mediated mass communication, where different mediated technologies combine interpersonal mediation devices with mass communication ones.61
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The different media are connected through interpersonal communication sources such
as mobile phones and the World Wide Web. The fusion of interpersonal communication
and mass communication, connecting audiences – that all can also be publishers or
broadcasters at the same time via the World Wide Web – enhances the resonating cavity of terrorists and greatly increases their access to audiences.62
Already, terrorists make abundant use of the internet for internal and external communication. They raise capital, franchise their brand name, recruit followers, find partners
and suppliers, provide training materials through their online library and manage operations. Terrorists capture information about the users who browse their sites. Users
who seem most interested in their terroristic cause or well suited to carrying out its
work are then contacted.Thanks to the communicative possibilities of the Internet, terrorist groups have become more numerous, agile, and well coordinated.
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Conclusion

One of the most important questions at the present time is: What can and should be
done, realistically, to curb the relation or link between terrorism and the media? Concrete steps are required to minimise the manipulation of all forms of media by the terrorist organisations.
With a clear vision of this objective it will be easier to devise strategies and countermeasures. First of all, extremism will spread if terrorist organisations continue to manipulate the Pakistani media in this manner. Terrorists try to use Pakistani media to
their advantage and media are very happy to broadcast events related to terrorism. This
is where sensational reporting comes in. It is important that some lines are drawn so
that terrorist organisations do not receive free publicity mostly through the media. It is
also imperative to make distinction between old and new media in accordance with
technological advances. Terrorism and the news media have experienced important
changes in the recent decades. On one hand Pakistani media has received freedom
and at the same time terrorist organisations have been smart enough to capitalize it.
The numerous technological and data advances during this tenure have also been
utilised by terrorists. These changes have been opted by them to advance their strategies for maximum damage. On the other hand these changes open up new questions
for research on media attention to terrorism. Next to developing a current strategy to
offset terrorist organisations to manipulate media, we also need to focus on opposing
the operational effectiveness of terrorist use of the new media as discussed in the last
part of the chapter. This usage of the media by terrorist organisations can only be curbed
if the root causes are addressed and we hit the centre of gravity of such organisations.
The need of the hour is to develop messages and build a critical mass with an open
mind rather than an extremist agenda. No tool can be better used for this purpose than
media itself.
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